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Abstract
Power conversion efficiencies of lead halide perovskite solar cells have rapidly increased in the decade
since their emergence, reaching 25% this year.However, reliable filmuniformity and device stability
remain hard to achieve and often require precise compliance with complicated protocols, which
hampers upscaling towards industrial applications.Here, we explore the potential of an alternative
route towards high-quality perovskite films: The reaction between a pre-existing perovskite film and
methylamine (MA) gas has been shown to possess the striking ability to both improve film
morphology and increase grain size drastically, boosting device performance. This post-deposition
treatment could provide themeans to decouple film quality from the initial deposition process, thus
promising to facilitate upscaling and lowering production costs. Furthermore, suchMAgas
treatments show great promise regarding the stability of fabricated devices, as they open up the
opportunity to reduce or even eliminate the adverse role of grain boundaries infilm degradation.

1. Introduction

With the global energy consumption ever risingwhile solar photovoltaics currently contributes only 2.4%of the
world’s electricity [1], developing innovative technologies to further accelerate a sustainable energy
infrastructure is one ofmankind’smost pressing challenges. One of themost promising candidates of the last
years aremetal halide perovskites, a class of crystallinematerials of the formABX3, where X is a halogen anion, B
is a divalentmetal cation (predominantly Pb2+ or Sn2+), andA is a singularly charged cation, whichmay be
either a small organicmolecule such asmethylammonium (CH3NH3

+) or formamidinium (HC(NH2)2
+), a

comparably sized elementary cation like Cs+, ormixtures thereof. Since theirfirst reported application as a
photovoltaic absorber in 2009 [2], rapid evolution of processing technique, cell architecture, andmaterial
composition have skyrocketed power conversion efficiencies (PCE) of perovskite solar cells (PSC) beyond 25%
within a decade [3]. A combination of various favorable opto-electronic properties has been identified enabling
efficient charge generation and extraction, i.e. high and steep-edged absorption coefficient, tunable band gap
across the visible, long lifetimes and diffusion lengths of photogenerated charge carriers, and a high tolerance of
the electronic characteristics towards crystallographic defects.

The latter, alongwith the low forming energies involved in the crystal chemistry, allows comparably facile
processing at or near ambient conditions from solution, readily yielding semiconductor thin films at a fraction
of the production cost of conventional high-purity wafer or epitaxy based technologies. However, on the flip side
of facile and flexible film formation stand thewell-known issues of reproducibility and stability, as the resulting
film quality is highly sensitive to nearly all environmental and instrumental parameters, both during fabrication
aswell as characterization [4].While amyriad ofmethodologies have been developed in the attempt to reign in
thewide ranging diversity of crystallinemorphologies whichmay emerge from their solute precursors [5],
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pushing small area device performance on its fast-paced rise,most of them rely on a highly confined parameter
space, restricting them to lab-scale geometries with little applicability for industrial processes.

One concept to overcome these challenges is to decouple the final properties of thefilm relevant to device
performance from its initial deposition via post-processing. In particular, here wewant to highlight the
possibilities of post-deposition treatment ofmethylammonium lead iodide (CH3NH3PbI3,MAPbI3)filmswith
methylamine (CH3NH2,MA) gas. In this approach first described by Zhou et al in 2015 [6], theMAmolecules
intercalate the perovskite, breaking up the crystal structure and reversibly transforming thematerial into an
intermediate liquid, transparent phase (1). Upon release of theMAgas, the previously depositedmaterial
recrystallizes, assuming the opaque perovskite form again

( ) ( ) · ( ) ( )+ x xCH NH PbI s CH NH g CH NH PbI CH NH l . 13 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2

Beyond the treatment of pre-existing films, gaseousmethylammoniumhas been used in different ways for
the formation ofMAPbI3. Films have been fabricated through the reaction ofMA gaswith a precursor
PbI2-lattice [7] or aHPbI3 precursor layer [8, 9], the latter producing filmswith remarkable stability against
moisture [9].

In another application of a gas–solid reaction for perovskite-film formation, a fully formedMAPbI3-film
was converted to formamidinium lead triiodide (FAPbI3) via exposure to gaseous formamidine (HC(NH)NH2,
FA) [10]. As thismethod has been shown to preserve themorphology of the initialMAPbI3 film, it presents the
intriguing possibility to directly transfer the extensive knowledge aboutMAPbI3film formation that has been
accumulated over the past years to the formation of smooth, highly crystalline FAPbI3 perovskitefilms.

Various other possibilities of perovskite film formation usingMAand other hydrogen halide gases have been
studied [11, 12], highlighting the broad applicability of this field of research.

2.Morphological control

Figure 1 shows an exemplary implementation of theMA treatment for a PSCdevice stack deposited up to the
perovskite layer. The samples are sealed in a chamberwhere the partial pressure of theMA gas can be controlled
via evacuation, flushingwith inert gas, and an inlet for a certain amount ofMA. By heating the bottomof the
chamber, the substrate temperature can be defined and used to initiate recrystallization by desorbing theMA
back out of thefilm. Alternatively, removing theMAatmosphere through the exhaust and purgingwith nitrogen
effectuates a diffusive low-temperature outgassing, equally returning the film to its solid state.

The degree towhich theMApenetrates the bulk perovskitematerial, and thus changes itsmorphology,
depends on the partial pressure of theMAgas:While evenmacroscopic single crystals can be fully interfused [6],
control of the vapor pressure dictates how complete the transition is before recrystallization [13].

Due to the ‘melting’-like intermediate phase, subjected to the corresponding hydrodynamics, a smooth and
compactfilm is formed, where contingent pinholes are closed, avoiding shunting contacts between the charge
selective layers of the solar cell and thus improving thefill factor [14, 15].

As one of themost promising capacities of thismethod, the resulting filmmorphology has proven
independent of the initial one, rendering previously needle-likemicrostructures and smooth, dense layers
virtually indistinguishable after undergoingMA treatment at the same recrystallization parameters (supporting
figures S1, S2 are available online at stacks.iop.org/JPENERGY/2/021001/mmedia). Thus, filmmorphology is
primarily determined by the conditions at which the recrystallization of the perovskite takes place, decoupling it
from the precedingmaterial deposition and therefore lifting the dual requirement of precursor conversion and
crystallization control otherwise demanded from the deposition step.

The temperature at which this recrystallization is induced plays a key role, as it has been shown to yield
control over themorphological grain size of the resultingMAPbI3 film, allowing to tune it over several orders of

Figure 1. (a) Setup schematic forMA treatment. Photographs of (b) initialMAPbI3films, (c) transparent phase duringMA exposure,
(d) recrystallized films.
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magnitude [16]. Figure 2 demonstrates thewide range accessible with this approach, expanding the diameter
from few hundred nmat room temperature (figure 2(c)) tomany tens of μmwhen thefilms are recrystallized on
a hotplate at 80 °C (figure 2(e)).While one has to be careful with the distinction between grains as apparent in
e.g. scanning electronmicroscopy, andmonocrystalline domains in the sense of undisturbed periodic lattice
arrangement as determined by high-resolution transmission electronmicroscopy or analysis of x-ray diffraction
data, since they need not coincide [14, 15, 17], the formerwas found to be decisive for charge transport and thus
device performance [14, 18].

Furthermore, XRD shows a preferential alignment of the recrystallized perovskite along the (110)
orientationwith the corresponding diffraction peaks increasingmanifold in theMA treatedfilms, whereas all
other previously detectable orientations vanish (figure 2(a)). This highly oriented (110) arrangement is a
common factor (albeit to varying degrees) to variousMAbased techniques [9, 15, 17], and has previously been
related to improved device performance [19, 20].

3. Stability benefits

Associatedwith themorphological improvements realized by theMAmethod comes the additional advantage of
enhanced stability against degradation. The reason for this can be argued to be twofold:

On the one hand, the tunability of the grain size equivalently influences the relative occurrence of grain
boundaries which is, quite evidently, reduced infilmswith larger grains. Grain boundaries inMAPbI3films have
been shown to be the primary point of attack for temperature [21], moisture [22], and oxygen [23] related
degradation, with the decomposition of the perovskite starting at the grain boundaries and progressing inwards
from there in plane (figures 3(a)–(g)). This has been related to the amorphous nature of the grain boundary
region [22], acting as a crystallographic weak spot, while also providing an increased surface area compared to a
compactfilm. As a consequence, larger grains are directly correlated not only with cell performance [24], but
also cell stability [25]. These observations are consistent with the fact thatmacroscopicMAPbI3 perovskite single
crystals have been found to be stable in ambient air for years [22].

On the other hand, the crystallinity of the grain boundaries itself is also amenable toMA treatment. Similar
to the abovementioned detrimental gaseous influences, access to the bulk is assumed to equally take place
predominantly via the grain boundaries for theMAmolecules. Correspondingly, Jiang et al report to have ‘fused’
grain boundaries bymeans of theirMA treatment, whilemaintaining the samemorphological grain size as the
reference. The thusmodified cells have proven to sustain their initial PCE longer duringmaximumpower point
tracking, i.e. under continuous illumination and electrical load, at ambient conditions [26] (figures 3(h), (i)).

Notably,MA induced recrystallization has also been successfully applied to the entire cell stack, to repeatedly
recover device performance after photo-degrading the cell at elevated temperatures [27].

4. Applicability and perspectives

While various other fabricationmethods for organic–inorganic halide perovskitefilms and solar cells have been
developed in a laboratory environment with good results, the ultimate goal of all these efforts is to eventually
apply industrially producedmodules on a large scale. It has proven challenging to produceworking devices with
an area of significantlymore than 1 cm2 whilemaintaining high film quality and adequate device performance
[28–30]. The solution-processing protocols that were so carefully developed for laboratory-scale devices are

Figure 2. (a)XRD spectra and (b)–(e) SEM images of pristine andMA-treatedMAPbI3films: (b)withoutMA treatment;MA-treated
and recrystallized at (c) room temperature, (d) 40 °C, and (e) 80 °C. Black scale bars denote 1 μm,white ones 10 μm.
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mostly not easily adapted for larger areas, where they result in poorer quality filmswith pinholes and insufficient
uniformity [4, 31, 32].

MA gas treatments hold an immense potential to tackle these problems and greatly benefit progress in
upscaling towards industrial employment [33]. Owing to its ability of yielding a smooth, pinhole-free perovskite
layer regardless of themorphology of the original film, relatively poor quality perovskite layers, readily
obtainable on large areas by blade or slot-dye coating, could be transformed into highly crystalline, large-grained
films.With further investigations as to the precise influence of process parameters such asMApartial pressure,
temperature, and exposure time, themorphology of suchfilms could be adjusted to accommodate various
demands for different applications.

An important aspect to be considered, bothwith regards to technical implementation aswell as cell
architecture, is the corrosive nature ofMA.Apart from the desired interactionwith the perovskite layer,
unwanted chemical interference with processing equipment and subajacent layers in the cell stack alike have to
be prevented. Thismainly presents a challengewhere organic charge selective layers or surfacemodifiers are
employed beneath the perovskite, as they can often be primarily subjected to detriment brought about by the
chemical reactivity ofMA [34]. Therefore, we expect progress in optimizing interfacial processes between
perovskite and inorganic charge selective layers without relying on organic compounds to fully unlock the
potential ofMA treatment for high-efficiency PSCs.

Besides the adjacent layers, amove towards an all-inorganic composition also of the perovskite itself is
subject of extensive research, since it promises inherently improved stability [35]. Despite being based on the
interaction ofMAwithMAPbI3, theMA recrystallizationmethod has already been shown towork on all-
inorganic perovskitematerials as well. Recently, a uniform inorganic cesium-based perovskite layer (CsPbX3)
with high crystallinity was formed by adding sacrificialmethylammoniumhalide (MAX) to CsPbX3 precursor
films, facilitating the liquid intermediate state that is also observed during the treatment ofMAPbI3films. Upon
recrystallization, themethylammonium leaves the perovskitefilm and a uniform, pin-hole free CsPbX3

perovskitefilm is achieved [36].When instead of adding excessMAX, precursor concentrations are kept
stochiometric,mixed organic–inorganic cation perovskite can be formed, which can benefit from the
morphological improvements of theMAgas post-deposition treatment without exhibiting signs of phase
separation or compositional changes, as has been shown for the case of CsxMA -x1 PbI3 [37].

All-organicmixed cations,most commonly combinations ofmethylammonium and formamidinium,
display amore complex interplay: besides the aforementioned possibility of conversion via the high temperature
chemical redox reaction described by Zhou et al [10], dependence onMApartial pressure and the polymorphic

Figure 3. (a)–(f) SEM images documenting the progressing oxygen related degradation ofMAPbI3, scale bars 200 nm, reproduced
with permission fromWiley [23]. (g) Illustration of the process ofmoisture related degradation via grain boundaries, reproducedwith
permission from theRoyal Society of Chemistry [22]. (h) Schematic of the resulting filmmorphologies from thermal annealing (TA),
solvent annealing (SA), andmethylamine post-annealing (MPA), (i) the correspondingMPP tracking data of planara andmesoporousb

devices at 50% relative humidity, reproduced from [26] published by the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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nature of FAPbI3 diversify the phase diagrams of the process [13, 38]. E.g. Zhang and coworkers discovered a
phase separation of δ-FAPbI3 andMAPbI3 uponMAexposure of FAxMA -x1 PbI3, passivating and stabilizing the
film and the resulting devices [39].

For evenmore variegated compounds, such as triple or quadruple cation perovskites, predictions regarding
the exact effects ofMA-induced recrystallization on phase homogeneity and composition still lack substantiated
experimental or calculational evidence. However, based on groundwork concerning organic cationic exchange
mechanisms [11, 40] and gas-based tuning ofmixed halides [7], we are confident that the post-processing and/
or fabrication of well-definedmulti-compound perovskitematerials in both the A aswell as the X site should be
possible by appropriate protocols, while at the same time exploiting the benefits of the recrystallization process
onmorphology and stability.

Furthermore, the capability to substantially enhance grain size opens a range of new possibilites for PSCs,
such as back-contacted device architectures. For the commonplanar type architecture, where a perovskite layer
of a few hundred nm thickness is sandwiched between charge selective layers, grain sizes on that same length
scale are usually sufficient to span both electrodes to ensure unhindered charge transport.When, however, the
hunt for record efficienciesmoves perovskite research towards back-contacted architectures as it has for
conventional photovoltaics, the superior lateral conductivity of grains bridgingmanymicrometers between
electrodesmay become essential for efficient charge extraction [15, 41, 42].

5. Conclusion

Methylamine gas treatments offer the prospect of post-deposition control over themorphology and grain size in
perovskitefilms. Grain size can be significantly increased, reducing degradation-prone grain boundaries and
thus improving device stability. Until now, awide variety of implementations have adumbrated the range of
possibilities this versatile gas–solid interaction has opened up.While surelymanymorewill follow, a focus of
onward investigations should lie in determining the intricate details of the recrystallization step and developing a
unified protocol of relevant experimental parameters to control and report.More fundamental research seems
necessary to fully control the crystal growth, inducing growth in specific directions and eventually forming single
crystallinefilms.Whether e.g. seeding the growth by locally triggering the crystallizationwill lead to improved
film quality still needs to be proven. This understandingwill enable investigating in detail the effect of grain
boundaries on device performance and stability, including the effect on charge carrier dynamics and transport.

As a comparably easily up-scalable technique, with an improved understanding of the parameter space this
method holds the prospects for transforming high-quality perovskite film formation from a fragile laboratory
art form into a reliable industrial process.
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